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In analogy with the algorithm of the series of Newton and Puiseux for calculating 
arithmetic invariants of branches of plane algebraic curves, we develop an 
algorithm to compute the semigroups and in particular the conductors of singular 
primes in function fields of one variable defined over separably closed fields. We 
construct a prime whose singularity is not equisingular to any plane irreducible 
algebroid curve. We also give a formula to calculate the orders of differentials at 
singular primes. f’ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. DISCRETE INVARIANTS OF SINGULAR PRIMES 
Let F 1 K be a separably generated function field in one variable. We will 
always assume that the constant field K is separably closed of positive 
characteristic p. Let $3 be a prime of F / K, o%, the corresponding discrete 
valuation and 0 ‘p its valuation ring. Let Q be the unique prime of i?F ) IT 
lying over ‘p, where K is the algebraic closure of K. Note that RO, is a 
one-dimensional local domain whose integral closure in its quotient field is 
the valuation ring 0 Q of 9. A prime ‘$3 is called regular (respectively 
singular) if RO b = 0 Q (respectively RO ‘Jt $ 0 b ). 
Geometrically, RO ‘p is a local ring of the algebraic curve obtained from 
the non-singular projective model of F 1 K by extending the constant field 
to i?. Thus, the singular primes of F) K correspond bijectively to the 
singular points of the extended curve. 
The dimension of the E-vector space 0 ,a/RO *p is finite (as follows from 
[S, Theorem 11) and it is called the singulurity degree of vu. Note that the 
sum of the singularity degrees of all singular primes of F 1 K is equal to the 
genus change g - g, where g (respectively 2) denotes the genus of F 1 K 
(respectively RF 1 K) (see [8, p. 1821). Let C, be the conductor of RO p, 
that is, the largest ideal of 0, contained in X0 %I_ Since the singularity 
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degree of ‘$I is finite, the conductor C, is an non-zero ideal of 0, , and 
hence there is a non-negative integer C~ such that 
c,g= {ZE 0, 1 ug(z)>,c,p). 
The semigroup associated to the prime ‘+I# is defined by 
H, = u&O ,\O). 
The non-negative integers which do not belong to H, are called the gaps 
of H,@. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The integer cw is the conductor of the semigroup H,, 
that is, c,~ - 1 is the largest gap of H,. The singularity degree of ‘$3 is equal 
to the number of gaps of H,. 
This proposition is known in a more general context (see [6, proof of the 
theorem]). For the convenience of the reader we give the argument. 
Proof. Abbreviate c = cV. Since C, c_ KO M we have c, c + 1, 
c + 2, . . . E H&a.-Suppose by contradiction that c - 1 E H,@, that is, there is an 
element y E KO V such that vQ( y) = c - I. Now, let z be an arbitrary 
element of OLB such that Us 3 c - 1. Since the residue class field of 0 q 
is equal to K, there is an element a E K such that U,(Z - ay) 3 c. Hence 
z-ayECVG170w and therefore z E i?O ,&, . Thus, we get the contradiction 
{ZE 0, 1 u,p(z)>,c- 1) cR0,. This proves that c - 1 is the largest gap 
of H,. 
Define A,={zERO~%I u,(z)>i) for i=O, l,...,c. Then, KO,= 
A, 2 A, 1 ... 2 A, = C, is a decreasing sequence of K-vector spaces. Note 
that i belongs to H, if and only if Ai 3 A,+, , and in this case Ai+, has 
codimension 1 in A,. Thus, dimRKO,/C,U is equal to the number of 
elements of H, which are smaller than c. Since dimR O,B/C,U = c, we 
conclude that dimR O,O/RO,V is equal the number of gaps of H,. 1 
COROLLARY 1.2. The prime $JJ is regular if and only if HbO is the 
semigroup N of all non-negative integers. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let K’ be an algebraic estension of K and let ‘f@’ be the 
unique prime of K’F / K’ lying over p. Then, 
dim,.O,g./K’O,Q= #(H,.\H,). 
Proof. Since dim.. O,Q./K’O ,Q = dimRRO,q./RO,II = dimRO Q/R0 ,p - 
dimRO,I\/ROQ., it follows from Proposition 1.1 that dim,. 0 ,&,/K’O V = 
#(N\H,)- #(N\H,,)= #(H,,\H,). I 
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COROLLARY 1.4. The singularity degree of ‘$3 is equal to c,/2 and the 
semigroup H, is symmetric, that is, an integer i belongs to H,U if and only if 
cv - 1 - i does not belong to H,. 
Proof Since c,~ - 1 is a gap of H,@, the assignment i H ca - 1 - i 
defines an injective map from the set of elements of H, which are smaller 
than cg into the set of gaps of H,. By [ 10, Theorem 1.11 we have 
dim,- O,B/Z?O ,a = dimEKO a/C,. By Proposition 1.1 this means that the 
number of gaps of H,v is equal to the number of elements of H, which are 
smaller than cV. Hence the above injective map is a bijection. 1 
Let m be a non-zero element of H,. The Apkry sequence of H, with 
respect to m is defined by picking up in each residue class of Z mod m the 
smallest element belonging to H,, and by writing up these elements in 
their natural order, say O=cr,<a,< . . . <a,,_,. Thus H,= 
lJ~z-O’(cli+mN). Note that x,~, -m is the largest gap of H,, that is, 
ci m-1 - m = c,&! - 1. The symmetry of H, may be rephrased in the following 
way: 
ai+%-, ,=@,,-I for each i= 0, . . . . m - I 
If m > 2, then H, is generated by the m - 1 elements m, ~1, a2, . . . . ~1, *. 
LEMMA 1.5. deg(q)E H,. 
Proof: Since H, 3 t~$( 0 ,\O) = e($ 1 ‘$)fW, where e(. / .) denotes the 
ramification index, it is enough to show that deg(‘@) = e(‘$ 1 ‘@). Let K’ be 
a finite extension of K and let ‘$3’ be the unique prime of K’F 1 K’ lying over 
‘p. Since the fundamental equality for valuations holds in function fields of 
one variable (see, e.g., [7, p. 3991) we have [K’ : K] = [K’F: F] = 
eP@' I 'PI .fPP' I Y-J), where f(, 1 .) denotes the inertia index. Thus 
e(‘$’ I vu) = deg(V)/deg(‘$‘). As we will see in Lemma 1.6, we may choose 
the finite extension K’ of K is such a way that ‘$’ is rational. Then, 
e(‘!!’ I ‘!+.J) = deg(!J3) and ‘$’ is unramified in each finite constant field exten- 
sion of K’F ) K’ and hence it is unramified in RF I K. Thus, e(Q I ‘$I) = 
deg(cP). I 
It follows from Lemma 1.5 that each rational prime is regular. As we will 
see, deg(p) may not be the smallest power of p contained in H, (cf. 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.3(ii)). 
LEMMA 1.6. There exists a finite constant field extension LF I L of F ( K 
such that the unique extension of Q to LF 1 L is rational. 
Proof Since the singularity degree dim, 0 ‘B 1x0 V is finite, there is a 
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finite extension K’ of K such that 0 ‘B = i?O ‘D, where ‘p’ is the unique 
extension of ‘$3 to K’F 1 K’. Thus we may assume that ‘$ is a regular prime. 
Let L be an algebraic extension of K and let XJ be the unique prime of 
LF I L lying over ‘$. We denote by kP, k, and k, the residue class fields of 
‘!$3, Q and $8, and we identify Kc k, E k, s k,g = 1% Since ‘p is a regular 
prime, we have 0 Q = LO V and in particular k, = Lk,. Thus, if L = k, 
then k, = L. 1 
Remark 1.7. As in the proof of Lemma 1.6 we identify KS k, c 
k, = R If ‘p is singular, and if ‘p’ is the unique extension of ‘$3 to k,F 1 k,, 
then ‘JJ’ may not be rational. Let v” be the unique extension of ‘Q’ to 
k,. F 1 k,,. By proceeding in this way, we get an ascending chain of residue 
class fields k, G k,, E k,V,8 c . . . . Each of these fields is contained in the field 
L of Lemma 1.6. Thus, the chain is stationary and its maximal element 
defines the smallest constant field extension of F I K where the extension of 
‘j3 is rational. 
Remark 1.8. Suppose that k, I K is not simple. Let K’= k,, F’= K’F 
and let ‘$3’ be the unique prime of F’ 1 K’ lying over ‘$ Since K’ ( K is not 
simple, there is a power q of p such that (K’)Y G K and 4 < [K’ : K], and 
therefore (F’)Ys F and q < [F : F]. Thus, e(‘$’ 1 ‘P) <q< [F : F] and 
hence by the fundamental equality we get k,. 3 k, = K’. Thus ‘$J’ is non- 
rational. Since k,p, 2 K’k, we have 0,. 2 K’0,8, that is, ‘$3 is K’- 
singular. In particular, !@ is a singular prime (cf. [9, Satz 2(i)]). 
2. COMPUTATION OF THE CONDUCTOR 
For each non-negative integer n we define F, = KFp”. Note that F,, is the 
unique subfield of F 1 K such that F I F,, is purely inseparable of degree p”. 
We denote by ‘@, the restriction of ‘!Q to F,, I K. 
LEMMA 2.1. There is non-negative integer n such that Cp, is rational. 
ProoJ: It follows from Lemma 1.6 that there is a non-negative integer n 
such that the unique extension of ‘$3 to Kp-‘F I KP-” is rational. Since the 
assignment z H zp” defines an isomorphism from KPenF I KP-” onto F,, I K 
and since under this isomorphism the unique prime of KP-“F) KPm” lying 
over p corresponds to ‘p,, we conclude that ‘p, is rational, 1 
In the following we will always assume that ‘$3, is rational. Let XE F, be 
a local parameter at ‘$3n or, equivalently, let x be a prime element of 0 ‘u,. 
Let y be a separating variable of F 1 K. Thus, F= F,(v). Note that y is also 
a separating variable of KP-‘F ( KPbn, that is, yp” is a separating variable of 
F,, I K. Therefore the differential dyp’ of the function field F,, 1 K is non-zero. 
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Since ‘$, is rational, we may write yp” as a Laurent series in the local 
parameter I with coefficients in the constant field K, say 
y”” = 1 a,x’ E K((x))\K( (xP)). 
Then, dypn = C ia,x’- ’ dx. We define: 
We always have ua( y) = uo,( y”“)/deg(q). But if ‘$ is singular then we will 
see that u,(dy) is larger than u,,(dvP”)/deg(‘@) (cf. Theorem 2.7). 
Our aim is to determine the semigroup H,P and the residue class field k, in 
terms of the coefficients a, of the Laurent series of yp”. 
ALGORITHM 2.2. Determination of whether the extension ‘$3 1 +$I, is 
ramlyied or inertial and construction of a prime element of 0, and of an 
element of O,P whose residue class generates the extension k, I k,,. 
By induction we may suppose that the construction is already done for 
the extensions ‘pi 1 pi+, (i= 1, . . . . n- 1); note that yp’ is a separating 
variable of F, ) K. Let u be a prime element of O,,, that is, Us, = 1 or, 
equivalently, oo,( up”~‘) = deg( ‘Q , ). 
We first assume that oV( y)$ u,(F,), that is, y$p deg(!@i).Z!. Then 
+Q I ‘!Q, is ramified and therefore k, = k,,. Since uV(u) = p and t’%(y) = 
y/deg(q) E Z \Zp, by the euclidean algorithm there are integers r and s such 
that tp + sy deg(!@) ~ i = 1. Then, u’y’ is a prime element of 0 ‘u. 
Now assume that y E p deg($i)Z, say y = p deg(!@,)r, where r E Z. Let 
y, = yu-‘. Then y, is a separating variable of F 1 K and u~( y,) = 0. Write 
y~=b,+h,x+h,x’+ ... eK((x))\K((x”)). 
We first assume that the residue class of y1 mod g is not contained in 
k,P that is, b[-“$ k,,. Then g I $3, is inertial, k, = k,,(b{-“) and u is a 
prtme element of 0 ,P. 
Now suppose that b,~li$‘,, that is, we may find an element h E O,, 
whose residue class coincides with the residue class of y,. Let y, = y, -h. 
Then, uV( I)?) > 0 and u&dy,P”) = uvn(dy:“). 
If uV( y2) 4 u,(F,), then ‘$J I $J1 is ramified and as above we may con- 
struct a prime element of 0 .a, 
Now suppose that uV( y2) E uo(F,). Then, as above we construct a 
separating variable ys of F I K such that uV( y3) =O. Note that 
~,~(dyg’) < v,,(dy$“). By continuing in this way, the process will stop after a 
finite number of steps. In fact, the sequence of the non-negative integers 
o,~(dy~“), uvo(dy3p”), o,~(&p”), is finite because it is strictly decreasing. 1 
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In particular, we have constructed an element z E 0, such that 
O,= O,,[Z], that is, 
p-1 
o,= @ og,zi. 
;=a 
In fact, if ‘$ 1 ‘$3 r is ramified we take a prime element of 0 ‘p, and if *J3 1 ‘$3, 
is inertial we take an element of 0, whose residue class generates the 
extension k, 1 k,,. 
Now, by induction we obtain a base of 0 V as a free 0 Vn-module of rank 
P”. 
To calculate the conductor cIu, we suppose by induction that cV, is 
known and apply the following formula: 
THEOREM 2.3. Zf z is an element of 0 ‘v such that 0 ‘u = O,,[z], then 
(“u = PC,, + (p - 1) oQ~(dzp”). 
Proof This formula is an immediate consequence of [lo, 
Proposition 2.3, Theorem l.l.a, Lemma 2.11. 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. 
(‘ 0 \Q = mod( p - 1) 
c* f 1 mod p. 
COROLLARY 2.5 (Stichtenoth [9, Satz Z(ii)]). Ifq is non-rational and if 
‘@ 1 Sp, is ramified, then q is singular. 
Proof Let z be a prime element of 0,. Then, z’~,(z~“) = 
deg((P) = 0 mod p and therefore u,n(dzp”j 3 deg(5I.J). Since $3 1 ‘$J1 is 
ramified, it now follows from Theorem 2.3 that cV > PC,, + 
(p- l)W’V)>O. I 
COROLLARY 2.6. Zf y & 0 mod( p deg(V, )), then ‘$3 / ‘$3, is ram$ed and 
c~=pcb,+(p-l)(deg(?2)+~-1-y). 
Proof. Since y & 0 mod( p deg(Q,)) or, equivalently, since uV( y) $ 
u,(F,), we conclude that ‘$ 1 ‘pi is ramified and that deg(+q) = deg(!Q,). Let 
z = urys, where u is a prime element of O,,, and where r and s are integers 
such that rp + sy deg((P)-’ = 1. Then z is a prime element of 0 ‘u and 
therefore 0 cp = 0, [z]. Thus by Theorem 2.3 we have cV = 
pcv, + (p - l)v&drd). On the other hand, dz p” = u rpnsy s ( -l)P”&P”= 
szpn~y-p” dyp” and therefore uv,(dzpn) = deg(y) - y + p - 1. 1 
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The order of a differential at the prime +$ may be calculated by the 
following formula: 
THEOREM 2.7. u,(dy ) = (es + ,u - 1 )/deg( ‘p). 
ProoJ If M = 0, then deg(\P) = 1, c,)) = 0 and the formula holds. Now 
assume that n is positive. Let ZE 0, such that 0, = O,, [z]. Then 
Qdz) =e($@ 1 ‘P,) uQ,(dzp) (see [ 10, Corollary 4.41). By induction 
we have us,(dzp) = (c.,~, + u,,(dzp"))/deg('PI). Thus, up(dz) = 
p(c,, + u,JdzP”))/deg(q). Now, by applying Theorem 2.3, we get o,(dz) = 
(c,~! + u,JdzJ’“))/deg(v). Since (dy/dz)p” = dy ““/dzp” and since therefore 
u,(dy) - u%(dz) = (u,Jdy”“) - u,n(dzP”))/deg(?)), we conclude that 
+.d&) = (cv + u,JW”‘)Wg(YP). I 
Theorem 2.7 may be considered as an analogy of a formula for the 
orders of differentials at places centered in singular points of plane 
algebraic curves (see [ 5, Theorem 121). 
3. COMPUTATION OF THE SEMIGROUP 
In Section 2 we have constructed a base of the free O,a”-module O,, say 
x0, -y13 ‘_’ .Yp” , Since $Ip, is rational, it is regular or, equivalently, 
O,n=Ko,n, and therefore the elements x0, x,, . . . . x,. ~, also form a base 
of the free 0 ,D,-module KO,. Note that e(Q, I Vn) = 1, e(‘++ I $,) = p” and 
us(x) = p”. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Starting with a base x0, x1, . . . . .xpfl-, of the O,“- 
module RO ,U, there ulill be constructed a new base zo, zl, . . . . zpn-, of KO ‘p 
such that ug(zo), u$(z,), . . . . uQ(zp~~,) is an increasing sequence of integers 
which are pairwise incongruent module p”. 
Since u,a( 0 ,an\O) = p”N, it will follow that 
p”- 1 
H,= iJ (L’$(zi)+pnN)t 
i=O 
that is, us(zi) = a, (i=O, 1, . . . . p”- l), where c(~, c(,, . . . . LX,,” l is the Apery 
sequence of H, with respect to p”. 
To start the construction, we order the elements of the base in such a 
way that uQ(xo) d u6(x,) < ... d uQ(xPnP i). Then, ub(xo) = cl0 = 0 and we 
take z. = x0. Let r be a positive integer smaller than p”. We suppose by 
induction that we have constructed a base zo, . . . . z,- i, y,, . . . . yP,_, of the 
O$“-module RO, such that u9(zo), . . . . u9(z,- i) is an increasing sequence 
of integers which are pairwise incongruent modulo p” and such that 
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u~(z,~,)<u~(y,)< ... ~u~(y+~). Then ~g(z,)=a~ (i=O, . . . . r- 1) and 
ua( yr) < IX,. If uQ( y,) & u6(zi) mod p” for each i = 0, . . . . r - 1, then we take 
z, = y,. Now assume that there are integers ic (0, . . . . r - 1 } and j E N such 
that oQ( y,) = uP(zj) +jp”, that is, ue( y,) = Us. Then we can find an 
element a E R such that u9( y, - az,x’) > us( y,). In the base zO, . . . . z,- 1, 
y,, . . . . y,, ~ 1 we replace y, by y, - az,xj. If there are other elements ys with 
ua( y,) = uQ( yr), then we modify them in a similar way. Thus, after a 
renumeration we obtain a new base zO, . . . . z,-, , y:, . . . . y>- i of KO ‘D such 
that u9(yI-)<uQ(y:)f ... <~~(y&,). If u$(y:) f u9(zi)mod p” for each 
i = 0, . . . . r - 1, then we take z r = y:. In the opposite case we continue our 
construction and obtain a new base zO, . . . . zr- i, y:, . . . . y&k in an 
analogous way. The process will stop after a finite number of steps, because 
the strictly increasing sequence u~(J~,), am, u%(y:‘), . . . has ~1, as an 
upper bound. 1 
Several short-cuts may be done to abreviate the calculation of the 
semigroup H, : 
Remind that ctO = 0 and aP”-, = cV + p” - 1. By the symmetry we have 
CX~ + apn ~ i ~, = ap”-, and therefore it is enough to calculate the first half of 
the Apery sequence. 
Let z E 0, such that 0, = @ ;:d 0 ‘o,zi, as constructed in Section 2. 
Then RO ‘u = @ ;:d KO$,z’. Suppose that u$(z) E ub(EOP,), that is, 
u&) E P&l,. Then we may construct an element zi E z + KO %, such that 
u,~(;~) > us(z). Note that Us = ue,(zT) 6 u~~(&P”) + 1. Thus after a 
finite number of steps we get an element w  E z + KO cp, c RO 8 such that 
ua(w)$pHVII,. Note that R0,8= @p:k RO%,w’. If v$(w) f Omod p, then 
u,~(M~) = uVp.(dzP”) + 1 and H, = Uf:,‘(ius(w) + pH,,). If Us = 0 mod p, 
then it may be very hard to relate the semigroups of ‘p and ‘$i. We will 
discuss some special cases at the end of this paper. 
Suppose by induction that we have a base {hi} of the free OQn-module 
RO,, such that the integers us,(hi) are pairwise incongruent modulo p”- ‘, 
By multiplying the elements of this base by w”, wl, . . . . wp--], we get a base 
of the O,“- module RO ,@, which might be a convenient starting point for 
the Algorithm 3.1. 
To construct singular primes with given semigroups we need the 
following result: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let E 1 K be a separably generated function field in one 
variable, let n be a non-negatiue integer, and let F= E( y), where y@ is a 
separating uariable of E \ K. Then, F 1 K is a separably generated function 
field in one variable, y is a separating variable of F 1 K, and F,, = E. 
Proof By induction by n, we may suppose that n = 1. Since yp is a 
separating variable of E 1 K or, equivalently, since E = E,( y”), we have 
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E= KEp( y”) = KFp = F,. Since yp 6 EP, we have y $ E and therefore 
F= @PC; Ey’= of=-,’ F, yi. 
To prove that K is algebraically closed in F, let b be an element of F 
which is algebraic over K. Since bP E E and since K is algebraically closed in 
E, we conclude that bP E K. Write b = C,“=,’ b, yi, where bie E. Then 
cp:d bp yp’ E K E E, and therefore b, = 0, . . . . h, , = 0. Thus, b E E. Since K 
is algebraically closed in E, we conclude that b E K. 1 
Now, assume that E 1 K is a separably generated function field in one 
variable which has a rational prime Q. Let s be a local parameter at Q, 
and consider a finite sum C a,,$, where aj E K for each integer i, a, = 0 for 
almost all integers i, and ai#O for at least one integer i which is not 
divisible by p. Then, 1 a& is a separating variable of E 1 K. Let F= E(y), 
where yp”= Ca,x’. Then, Lemma 3.2 applies. If ‘$3 is the unique extension 
of Q to F 1 K, then ‘$3,, = Q. 
4. DISCUSSION OF SPECIAL CASES 
As in Section 2 and 3 we assume that y is a separating variable of F ( K, 
that ($I, is rational, that x is a local parameter at ‘u,, that y”” = C,:, u,.Y’, 
a,, ~0, and that 
In this section, we study the cases where n = I and n = 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that n = 1. Then ‘$3 is non-rational ij‘ and only 
ty there is an integer z smaller than p such that a, $ Kp. If z is minimal with 
this property, then k, = K(uJiP), H,g = pN + (p - z)N, and in particular 
c$@=(p- 1)(/.-T- 1). 
Proof Assume first that ui E KP for each i < p. Let u’ = JY- x., c ~ uf~~.~‘~~. 
Then MI E F, IY~ = C,?: ~ a,~‘, uV( r~) = /l/deg(g), and therefore deg(p) = 1. 
Now, assume that there is an integer T < p such that a, $ K”. and let 5 be 
minimal with this property. Define jj = (y - x, < T af’~‘~“~) x ‘lp. Then, -6 E F 
and ~~‘=C,FY~ u,x’ ‘. Thus the residue class of j modulo ‘$3 is equal to 
a”“‘$ K. Hence ‘@ I ‘$3, is inertial, k, = K(@), 0 ,0 = @ :iO’ 0 ‘vI j;‘, and 
iO,= @p=:,’ O,Q,yi. Let z=j-C;T:,’ u,!~~.x(’ “@. Then ZEN+ O,, and 
~~=C,??~a~x~‘. Hence KO,V= @p=-(; Og,,-‘, u~(z)=~--, and therefore 
Hv=Uf:~(i(p-~)+pN). 1 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that n = 1 and let LF ( L be the smallest ron- 
stant field extension of F I K where the extension vf ‘Q is rational (cf 
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Remark 1.7). Then L is the extension field of K generated by the elements 
aliP with i < p. I 
Proof Let L be an algebraic extension of K, and let Q be the unique 
prime of LF ) L lying over ‘$. By Proposition 4.1, 8 is rational if and only 
if a,“” E L for each i < p. 1 
In the following we will always assume that ‘!Q in non-rational. By 
passing eventually to a smaller n, we may assume that !$,,- I is non- 
rational. By Proposition 4.1 this means that there is an i< p such that 
a, 4 KP. Recall the definition 
t=min{iI ui$KP). 
Note that T <p and that t = 0 mod p. We define: 
v=min{i 1 a,#O, i & Omod p’}. 
Note that v d p and that v <p if and only if v s 0 mod p. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume that n = 2 and that Cp, is non-rational. 
(i) Suppose that $1, 1 $$I, is ramified and that y is a primcl element 
of 0 \U, or equivalently suppose that y= p. Then, H,= pN + 
(P+P(P-7---1))~. 
(ii) Suppose that $3 / ‘$JI is inertial and that y is an element of 0, 
whose residue class generates the extension k, / k,, , or equivalently suppose 
that a,P-‘$ K(a[-’ ) and that ai=O for each i<O. Then, k, = K(a,P-‘, a,$’ ‘) 
andc,U=(p-1)(p-1+p(y-7-1)). 
(a) I f  furthermore k, 1 K is simple, or equivalentlv (f 5 = 0, then 
H,1,=p2N+vN+(pp+p---\‘)N. 
(b) Ifz>O and v=p, then H,@=p’N +pN fp(p--)N. 
Proof By Proposition 4.1 we have k,, = K(afjP) and cV, = 
(p-l)(p-r-l).Notethat O,p,=O‘pz[z], where,-P=C~~pai.‘i’-‘asin 
the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Assume that 0, = 0 ,u1 [ ~1. Then it follows from Theorem 2.3, that 
ca=(p-l)(p-l+pp(p-t-l)). Wealso have 
p-- I 
Ro,= @ 0,8,y’z’. 
i./ = 0 
Note that the completion of the valued field (KF, VQ) is equal to 
(Q(f))> VI, where t = xp-’ and where v is the t-adic valuation. 
Parenthetically, it could be instructive to notice that the completion 
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KO, = @&‘,, K[ [xl] ,v’zj of RO ‘p is the local ring of the irreducible 
algebroid space curve given by the parametrization 
% 
z= c b,PtP”- ~1, 
where b, = af 2, 
(i) Since J’ and z have the orders JI and p(p- T) at ‘Q, there is a 
non-zero element c E R such that u,@(z -cJ+(~) > (p - t)p. Since the 
derivative d(z - cy” -r)/dt = -c(,u - T) y” ‘- ’ dv/dt has the order 
(11 - z - 1) p + ,u - 1, there is a finite number of elements c,, c2, . . . E i? such 
that the element Z==+~~~‘-~+c,y~~~+‘+c~y~~~‘+~+ ... has the order 
(cl - 5 - 1 )p + ,u f 0 mod p. Since I?0 ‘o = @ ;,-=b 0 ‘B $2’ and since the 
orders of the elements yiZ’ are pairwise incongruent modulo p2, we 
conclude that H, = U&‘Jip +.j((p - z - 1 )p + p) + p2fW) and therefore 
H,=pN +((p-t- l)p+p)N. 
(ii) Since the residue class of J’ is equal to a~~‘$K(af ‘) = k,, we 
conclude that k, = K(aF-‘, age2). 
(a) Since s=O we have Z= yP-xiCP a,?pxi’pEyP+ O,,. Hence 
Eo,= @‘r, 0’53J. Geometrically, the completion K& = 
@pi; ! K[ [xl] # is the local ring of the irreducible algebroid plane curve 
given by the parametrization 
,v= f b,t’. 
, _ -,s 
Let Y=I’--j,,a,P~2.~iP~2=C;~=,,b,t’. Then jE.vs- o,2, KO,= 
@pl,’ OgLjiand o$(j)=v. 
If v=p, then we conclude that H, = U&‘(ip + p2N) and therefore 
H, = pZN + ,utN. 
Now, suppose that v -CP or, equivalently, v ~0 mod p. Then, by the 
Algorithm 3.1, there is an element w  E jp + 0::: O,, y’ such that 
Us f 0 mod p. Let 1= Us. Since RO *u = @ &L’,, 0 ,p2 yW and since 
the orders us( jiwJ) = iv +j2 are pairwise incongruent modulo p2 we con- 
clude that H, = (Jf,:ib(iv +j/z + p%) and therefore H, = p*N + vN + 1N. 
The last element of the Apery sequence of H, with respect to p2 is equal to 
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(p-l)v+(p-1)L On the other hand it is equal to c,+p’-l= 
(p-l)(p+p(p-r)). Therefore 1=pp++--v. 
(b) As in part (a) we take j = y - CiCV CZ~~~.X’~-~ = Cz ,, b, t’. Then 
j E y + 0 Q2 and therefore KO ‘p = @ :,:b 0 ‘Bz j&j. Since ua( j) = v = 
p & Omod p and since Up=&--t) $ Omod p2, we obtain H,= 
lJp,l\(ip + jp(p - z) + p2N) and therefore H, = p2N + pN + p(p - z)N. 1 
In the following we will assume that z > 0 and v < p. This case is more dif- 
ficult. The semigroup H, may not only depend on the integers p, p, v and 
t, but may depend on the coefficients a, in a more subtle way. We will 
calculate some elements of the Apery sequence Q, tl,, . . . . CX+, of H, with 
respect to p2. Since cip2 1 = cQ + p2- ‘, it follows from Proposition 4.3(ii) 
that 
Thus, by the symmetry of H, we get 
In particular, 
OL~p’-,,,2=~~(~+P(~--)) whenever p > 2. 
Hence it would be enough to calculate tli when i < ( p2 - 1)/2. As in the 
proof of Proposition 4.3(ii) we have 
P-1 - 
KO,= @ O~JZj 
t,j=O 
where jpz = I,?? y a,.~’ and zp2 = CT: ~ apxP(i-r). Therefore, 
a, =min(v, p(p-7)). 
Thus if p = 2 we conclude that 
H = 4N+vN +(3p-v-22t)N if v62(~-r) 
‘D 41N +2+-N +/A if v > 2(~ - 5). 
Having in mind the Algorithm 3.1 and the observations at the end of 
Section 3, we write down a complete list for the semigroups when p = 3: 
If 6(~ - z) < v, then ~1, = 3(~ - t), t12 = 6(~ - r) and cx3 = p. 
If 3(,~-r)<v<6(~-r) and v f 3(p-r)mod9, then cr,=3(~-z), 
cx2 = v and ~1~ = p + 6(~ - z) - v. 
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If 3(~ - t) < v < 6(~ - z) -CP and v E 3(,~ - z) mod 9, then CI, = 3(~ - z), 
acj = p and c(? may be any integer congruent to 6(~ - t) modulo 9 such that 
v<a>66(p-T). 
If 3(~-r)< v, ~<66(~-~) and VF 3(~-T) mod 9, then LX, =3(,~-r) 
and either c(~ = p and CI~ = 6(~-r) or CY~ =p and a2 may be any integer 
congruent to 6(,~ - r) modulo 9 such that v < CQ <p. 
If 2v d 3(~ -- r), then CX, = v, CQ = 2v and c() = p + 3(c( - t) - v. 
If v<3(~-t)<<v and 3(~--r) & vmod9, then cc,=v, cr,=3(~-z) 
and ~1~ = v + ~1. 
If v < 3(~ - T) < 2v < ,u + 3(,~ - z) - v and 3(~ - z) = v mod 9, then c1i = v, 
cx3 = p + 3(~ - r) - v and CY.~ may be any integer congruent to 2v modulo 9 
such that 3(,~ - r) < CQ < 2~. 
If v < 3(~ - T), p + 3(~ - T) - v < 2v and 3(~ - t) E v mod 9, then CC, = v 
and either tc2 = p + 3(~ - z) - v and tx3 = 2v or clj = /.I + 3(,~ - z) - v and LX? 
may be any integer congruent to 2v modulo 9 such that 3(~ -T) < c(? < 
p+3(p--r)-v. 
EXAMPLE. ?r9 = a3 + b,y12 + xi’, where a, b E K and [K(u”‘, b’13): K] = 9. 
Then k, = K(a “3,b1’3), ~=17, v=t=12, c,=56, cc,=64, a,=12, 
a, = 15, a3 = 29, L-Q = 32, t15 = 35, ~1~ = 49 and CY’= 52. It is now easy to 
check that the minimal system of generators of H, is formed by the eight 
elements 9, 12, 15, 29, 32, 35, 49, 52. 
Let z=x~‘+v. Then clz9= --?cP2 clx and Use= -2. By Theorem 2.7, 
we get u,(&) = 7. Thus the differential dz has a zero of order 7 at ‘p, but as 
a differential of K’F 1 K’, where K’ = K’19 it has a pole of order 2 at !@‘, 
where .$3 is the unique extension of ‘$ to K’F 1 K’. 
Let H be a semigroup of non-negative integers with a finite number of 
gaps, let m be the smallest non-zero element of H, and let clot a,, . . . . a,+, 
be the Apery sequence of H with respect to m. Then H is the semigroup of 
a plane irreducible algebroid curve if and only if cl; + aj < GC~+~ whenever 
0~<,j,i+j~m-1(see[1,Satz6]).1nourexamp1ewehavea,+cr,~cc,, 
and therefore H, is not of this type. In a certain sense [4, p. 1611 this 
means that KO, is not equisingular to any plane irreducible algebroid 
curve. 
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